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1 lI)ti-t>d tict i o ii' 
Leading effects in char111 hadroproduction h;ye been:·disclissed [I, 2] for 
many years of research_ in this fi~ld. Measurements have been made 

· recently in reactions like --rr- A ~- DX.for the momenta ·of incident 
71"-~beams from 250 GeV/c to 500 GeV /c [3, A, 5]. An essential en-. 
chancement of le~ding _D'- - over nonleading n+ -meson rates has been 

··observed, especially in the region of Feynman's XJ --+1. This asymmetry 
in the· spectra of charmed rµesons is defined everywhe~e as , 

· · dND._ /dx-: dND+ /dx . , · 
A(x) = dND: /dx+ dND+Ldx.' . · (l) 

It indicates a strong dependence ort the valence quark composition of the 
beam particle, the so called "beam dragging" ~ffect. Charmed mesons,. 
D:...(dc) and D 0 (uc) in this case produced by a recombination of the u or 
d valence quarks from 7r-:- with the cc pair from fission of a· string,have 
harder spectra than for the other D-mesons. · 

The magnitudes of A(x) measured in WA82[3], E769(4] a~d E791 [5] 
experiments in the narrow range of yls=23-32 .GeV have close values, 

The models previously applied to describe the asym~etry depen
dence, were not very successful, see ref.[6]~ for instance. The first orde_r 
QCD calculation could not produce anyasymmetry because it _did riot 
take into account the quark content of the ·b_eam or target particles. The 
model [7] based.on Lund:type string fragmentation and implemented as 
the Monte~Carlo programme PYTHIA usually overestimates the leading 

··. effect. There is a ~clear reason for such a behavior: stro'ng _asymme~. 
. try is obtained because only valence qiiarks can ·be at the ends ~Lthe 

strings. The fragmentation of strings gives a strong dependence between 
the quark contents of the prnduced leading and projectile particles. . 
. S.J .Brndsky et.al.[8] was the first to have put' forward the· idea that 

'intrinsic charm' suppresses the leading/nonleading asymmetry because 
the C and C quarks· in the projectile particle produce boththe leading and . 
nonleading D-mesons: · · . · . · . . . . . 

The Quark Gluon String Model [9] to be di~cussed in this note has de
scribed well the most of experimentaLdata on the xj-spectra of charmed 
particles (11] .. Intrinsic charm can be ·taken into account in the framework. 
of this.model as an_ admixture of the cc pairs in the quark sea ofinter- · 
acting particles. This paper considers the effects to be expected if some 
fraction of the charmed sea quarks is in~olved. It should be mentioned. 
that thenuclear target will not be taken into account. OnJy•pion-j:>ra'ton 
collisions will be considered. 
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2 Intrinsic charm in QGSM 

Spectra of charmed mesons produ_ced in pion-proton reactions are deter
mined (in terms of QGSM) by t.he'sum of chain distributions over all the 
cut n-pomeron diagrams as shown in fig.l. The D-meson distribution 
in each diagram consists· of the contributions from the valence quark
antiquark or antiquark-diquark chains and 2( n - 1) sea quark:antiquark 
chains: · • · · 

cp~(s,x) = af(FJn\x+)FJfl(x_) + Ft)(x+)Ftl(x_) (2) 

+2(n - l)Ft~(x+)FJ::(x_)), 

where af is the density of the D-meson formation in the center of the 
chain absolutely indepe_ndent on the kind of D's. 

The leading/nonleading difference is expressed mostly in the form 
of fragmentation functions convoluted with the structure functions of 
quarks at the ends of chains in formulae for F q,if,q,.a, as in the following 

equation: 

11 X±,....n X± 
F;(x±) = x± J;(x1)-;;LJ_! (x

1 
)dx1. (3) 

The nonleading fragmentation function V( z) is written in :th~ usual 
QGSM form : . . . 

-v11+ ( Z) = ~(1 - z ro,;(t+>.+2(1-an(O))' . (4) 

where ,\=2a'o. (O)pfv•, a"'(0) = -2. [11] . 
The leading 'type fragmentation func~ion contains the factors impor-

tant for asymmetry·:. '.) 

. vf-.(z) = ~(1- zro,;(0)+>.(1 ·+af z2
) •. z . 

_(5) 

The additional 2(1-an(0)) in (4) means that afleast one pair of ordi-. 
nary quarks must be.produced in addition to the valence quark at the top 
ofthe chain to obtain a nonleading D0meson'(an(0)=0.5 is the intercept 
of an ordinary quark Regge trajectory). The aP z2 term is introduced in 
[10] to provide a transition between· probabilities of the n- production 
at z-C.t0 .and z--+ 1. · · 

Such a difference between "favoured" and "unfavoured"ffragmenta
tions leads to a large asymmetry increasing with x:This asymmetry will 
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Fig.1. Diagram with an n-pomeron exchange. 
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be suppressed with the presence of the cc quark pairs in the quark sea of 
pion. These quarks have the following distributions: 

in) = c(n) D - X - 0 .. <0>c1 - X )°R(0)-2oN(0)+(oR(0)-o,,(o))+n-1 
c(c) c,, 0 c(c) I •. ~ ·. , . 

(6) 

where x1 is the momentum fraction of the c( c) quarks and Dc(c) is the 
weight of the charmed quark pairs in. the quark sea. 

The fragmentation function for the chain attached to th~ c(c) sea 
quark is of leading type, for example: 

. aD . 
Dv-(D+)( ) __ /_zJ(l _ .,,)-oR(o)+.\

c(c) z - av.,, ·.,, · 
0.,, 

where af is of mder 1. 

(7) 

This phenomena will ·cause a fall in asymmetry in the region of X 

where the charmed quark sea pairs arc distributed.As it is evident from 
eq.(6),charm quarks arc not spread out in narrow region of :r1,then the 
suppression of asymmetry will be observed more or less'in the whole 
range of x. -

3 Comparison between models and data 

The asymmetry predicted in QGSM is shown as a solid line in figs.2 and 3. 
, The value of the cc admixture is ~f Dc(c)=O.l. The behavior of each model 
is well illustrated according to description given above. The PYTHIA 
calculations give everywhere· the highest asymmetry curves because the 
suppre;sion caused by intrinsic charm is not. taken into account.. QGSM 
curves are of t.he similar form , but. the agreement. with data is better 
iii the absolute values.There is a fixed fraction of intrinsic charm and 
specific distribution in x. in the model of ref.[8]. That. is why the n1rve of 
the model in fig.3 is considerably lower ti1an the experirnental data in 
rngi~n x near 0.2. The better fits ~re possible as in PYTIIIA and the 
model of ref.[8]. · 

4 Conclusions 

Thus, as -it. was shown in paragraph :l a small fraction of intrinsic charm 
can lead to a satisfactory description of experimental results. Such frac
tion was included' info'Q.GSM as an'addit.'ioi1al phenomenological param
eter and has been cst.irnat.ed ·fro·;11 tli'c comparison wit.h experimental data 
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as oc(cl =0.1. This pictme ~ari b'e improved if to take into account the 
influence of nuclear target effects. To obtain an important information 
on properties of hadronic wave function at high energies, it is necessary 
to provide a more precise evaluation of the intrinsic charm structure 

.function. 
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TTttcKyHoBa O.H. E2-95-275 
AcHMMeTpH.SI mf,LlHpC>BaHJUI npH a,npopO)l(JleHHJf O'lapoBaHHhlX Me30HOB 
B Mo.ne.rm KBapK-rmooHHhIX CTPYH · 

06c~a10Tc~ 3<p¢eicT1>1 ntt.nHpOBaim~ npH po)l(JleHHH O'lapoBaHHhIX MeJOHOB 

BO B3aHMo.nettcTBHH rc-N ➔ DX. Tpn 3KcnepHMeHTa; npoBe.neHHhIX B FNAL 
n CERN, noKaian·u 3Ha'lHTeJJhH)'IO acHMMeTpH10 Me)l(Jly HMnyJJhCHhIMH cneKipaMH 

JIH.!lHPYIOIIlHX D-~Me30HOB H HeJJH.nHP)'lOIIlHX D+. B MO.!leJJH' KB~pK-rJJIOOHHhlX ~TPYH 
TIOJJJ'leH0 Xopomee O0HCaHHe 3THX pe3yJJhTaTOB B npe.nnOJJO)!(eHHH cymecTBOBaHH~ 
«B11yrpem1ero 'lapMa». OueHeH Bee cc~nap cpe.nH KBapKOB MOP~ B3aHMo.neiicrny
!OlllHX a,npOHOB. TTpOBO.!lHTC~ cpaBHeHHe C ,npymMH TeOpeTH'leC!<HMH MO.!le.Jl~MH. 

.· ,,,/ . . ., . . •'' 

Pa6orn BhmonHeHa 'B Jia6oparnpHH cliepXBhlC0KHX 3Hepmii OH..sJH. 
" < • ' • 

OpenpnnT 06oe.llH~ennoro nncrmyra imep11L1x·11cCJie/lOBIDmii, ,!Iy6na, 1995 

Piskounova 0.1. 
Leading/Nonleading Char~ Hadroproduction · 
in the Quark-Gluon String _Model · 

.. E2-95-275 . 

L~adirig charm production in rc-N ➔ DX reaction is discussed. Three experi
. ments at Fermilab and CERN have mea~ured rather large enhancement in production 

rate of leading D--mesons over nonleading iJ+. Good d~scription of these results 
is obtained in Quark Gluon String Model (QGSM), if the idea of «intrinsic charm>> 
is.in'volved. The weight of cc-pairs in the.quark sea o·f colliding hadrons is estimated 
from experimental data. The comparison with other theoretical models is also carried 
out; 

The investigatio~ ha~ .been pe~formed at the Laboratory of Particle Physics, 
JINR .. 
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